
Bright, clear pink with bluish highlights.
Strawberry, red berries and floral aromas come to the fore 
on the nose.
Vibrant and crisp on the palate with remarkable freshness.
Round texture with a very fine aromatic finish. 
Beautiful long aftertaste of citrus fruit (blood orange and 
mandarin orange).

GRAPE VARIETIES
100% Merlot

GEOGRAPHICAL ORIGIN
Commune of Braud-et-Saint-Louis, on the banks of the Gironde estuary.

SOIL
Deep clay soils on slopes where large shrinkage cracks form in summer. 
The vines are deep-rooted in these vertical fissures and extend new roots 
into the subsoil. When wet, particularly in winter, the clay expands, closing 
the macropores and destroying these roots as the soil dries out. The 
root architecture of each vine is thus maintained in a constant tension 
between physical stress and regrowth. This promotes the gradual, early 
onset of moderate water stress, conducive to producing grapes with fine 
winemaking potential.

VITICULTURE
Sustainable pruning, bud pruning, leaf thinning, green harvesting. 
The high leaf canopy rapidly consumes the soil’s water reserves by 
evapotranspiration and ensures an adequate leaf-to-fruit ratio, propitious 
to good concentration and extraction. The grapes are picked early in the 
morning at optimum ripeness (slightly overripe), to preserve their intrinsic 
fruitiness and full aromatic expression.

FERMENTATION
In stainless-steel vats. 

FOOD & WINE PAIRINGS
Tagliatelle with grilled courgettes, grilled chicken, and tomato-burrata-
basil salad 

Packaging: 75 cl glass bottle
Recommended retail price: €7.90 including VAT

BORDEAUX
APPELLATION D'ORIGINE PROTÉGÉE

ROSÉ

The vines are grown by us, a small group of winegrowers in the Gironde 
estuary committed to organic agriculture, using methods that respect 
people and our planet. Thanks to our virtuous agricultural practices, 
our wines are also guaranteed pesticide residue free. Quite simply, our 
wines are good, very affordable and delicious!

L’Ironda, meaning swallow in the Gironde. This iconic bird, a symbol of 
freedom, courage, tenacity, loyalty and nature, is making a comeback 
in our rural landscapes... We’re proud to have helped make it happen! 

ALCOHOL ABUSE IS DANGEROUS TO YOUR HEALTH. PLEASE CONSUME IN MODERATION.
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